UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES TOLERANCES ON FRACTIONS DECIMALS ANGLES

MATERIALS: TO BE MANUFACTURED IN ACCORDANCE WITH MIL-I-14652

REVISIONS

THE INSTITUTE OF HERALDRY, U.S. ARMY
9325 GUNSTON RD. S-112 FORT BELVOIR, VA 22060-5579

SHOULDER SLEEVE INSIGNIA
U.S. ARMY ELEMENT
SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND SOUTH

SIZE CONTROL IDENT. NO
A 22751 A-1-818

SCALE: FULL DATE 31 MAY 1995

EXAMINED
CHECKED
PREPARED
APPROVED
D-6533  TYPE II

U.S. ARMY ELEMENT
SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND-SOUTH

USE FOR COLOR PLACEMENT ONLY;
NOT FOR COLOR MATCH

ACTUAL SIZE —— 1 1/8" ± 1/64" HT.
(2.86cm) ± (.04cm)

METAL COLOR —— SILVER
FINISH —— MIRROR-LIKE POLISH
DEVICE:
ENAMEL —— VITREOUS OPAQUE
CHARGES —— FLUSH.

LETTERING —— BASE METAL
PIERCING —— NONE. AREAS BETWEEN TIPS OF
FEATHERS RECESSED AND TEXTURED.

CHIP NOS  CRIMSON #1; BLUE #33, BLACK #26.

APPROVED  18 JUL 2001
THE INSTITUTE OF HERALDRY, US ARMY

FRED N. EICHHORN
DIRECTOR
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